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1. INTRODUCTION 
A finite family of hyperplanes through the origin in C’+’ is called an I- 
arrangement of hyperplanes, or simply an l-arrangement. An l-arrangement 
is said to be free if the module of logarithmic vector fields (=holomorphic 
vector fields tangent to all hyperplanes in the arrangement) is a free module 
(the accurate definition will be given in (2.1)). Let A be a free I-arrangement. 
Then a set {do,..., d,} of I + 1 nonnegative integers can be defined (2.3). 
These (d, ,..., d,) are called the exponents of A. On the other hand, one can 
associate a geometric lattice L(A) with any arrangement A (3.1). The 
characteristic polynomial XLca,(t) E Z[t] is defined by using the Mobius 
function (3.4). The second author [7] proved that 
t~+l-n~L(A)(t)= <I (t-c&) 
i=O 
(3Sa) 
for a free arrangement A with its exponents (do,..., d,), where n = rank L(A). 
There is a nice exposition for this subject by Cartier 121. 
In another context, Stanley introduced the concept of supersolvable lattice 
(3.8) and proved [S] that 
XL(,4)Ct) = ir Ctdai) 
i=l 
for some positive integers a ,,..., a, (3.10). 
* Partially supported by a JMS research fellow at Harvard University. 
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Thus it is natural to ask the relation between the free arrangement and the 
supersolvable lattice. Here in (4.2) we shall prove that any arrangement 
whose lattice is supersolvable is free.’ The converse is not true even when 
I= 2. In fact, a 2-arrangement A is fiber type (5.2) if and only if L(A) is 
supersolvable as we will show in (5.4). Thus Stanley’s formula for 
arrangements is a special case of (3.5). 
2. FREE ARRANGEMENT 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let A be an I-arrangement. We call A to be free if 
D(A) := (a germ B of holomorphic vector field at 0 such 
that 0. Q E Q . P} 
is a free P = Pc,+,.,- module, where 0 is the origin of C”’ and 
Q E C [x0,..., x,] is a defining equation of U,,, H. 
(2.2) An element 8 E D(A) is homogeneous of degree d, denoted by 
deg 8 = d, if 9 has a local expression 
e = y fi(x)(apxi) 
i=O 
at the origin such that fi’s are homogeneous polynomials and all nonzerofi’s 
have the same degree d. A little observation leads us to the existence of a 
system of homogeneous free basis {19~,..., O,} for D(A) if A is free. It is easy 
to see that the set (deg e,,..., deg S,} of nonnegative integers depends only on 
A. 
(2.3) DEFINITION. We call (deg 0, ,..., deg 0,) the exponents of the free I- 
arrangement A. 
The following theorem by the second author [6] is useful. 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let A be a free l-arrangement. Let a E A and 
A’ = A\(a}. Denote an (I- l)-arrangement {a C-I b, b E A’) by A”. Then any 
two among the following three conditions imply the third: 
(1) A is free with exponents (do,..., d,), 
(2) k is free with exponents (do ,..., di- 1, di - 1, di+, ,,.., d,), 
(3) A” is free with exponents (do,..., di,..., d,) (- indicates the lack). 
‘While we were preparing this note, we knew that R. P. Stanley reached this result (4.2) 
independently. 
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By this theorem we obtain the following class IF which is a subset of the 
set of free arrangements. 
(2.5) DEFINITION. The class IF of inductiveZy free arrangements is the 
minimal class satisfying the following two conditions: 
(1) #A=1 impliesAEIF, 
(2) if there exists a E A such that A” E IF, k =A\(a) E IF and the 
exponents of A” is a subset of those of k, then A E IF. 
(2.6) EXAMPLE (Orlik-Solomon-Terao). An arrangement in C’ defined 
by 
with respect to a suitable coordinate (x,,..., x1) of C’ is called 
0: (0 < k < n < 1, n > 2). Define the lexicographic order into 
((n,k);O<k<n,n>2}. 
We shall prove by an induction on (n, k) that D”, E IF with its exponents 
(1, 3 ,..., 2n - 3, n + k - 1, 0 ,..., 0). 
I-n 
When n = 2, it is obvious. Assume n > 3. 
Case 1. If k> 1, let A=Df: and a={x,=O}EA. Then 
k = A\{a} = Dip’ E IF with its exponents 
(1, 3, 5 ,..., 2n - 3, n + k - 2, 0 ,..., 0) 
I-n 
by the assumption of our induction. Here A” is defined by 
x2 *.- x, n (xi f Xj) = O  
2<i<j<n 
in Cl-’ N a. Thus Aa = 0::: E IF with its exponents 
(1, 3, L.., 2n - 3, O,..., 0) 
I-n 
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because (n, k) > (n - 1, n - 1). Therefore by (2.4) (2.5), A E IF with its 
exponents 
(1, 3, 5,..., 2n - 3, n + k - 1, 0 ,..., 0). 
I-n 
Case 2. If k = 0, then define arrangements A, (or hyperplanes a,) 
(1 <p<2n-2) by 
1 I<i<lp,(xi*xj) n (xq+xn) x \ 1<q<n-I ,<,~p~,+,‘“r-““’ (nGPG2n-2), \ \ 
(resp. 
xp + x, = 0 (1 <p,<n- 11, 
X p-n+1 - x, = 0 (n <p < 2n - 2)). 
Define A,=Dz-,. Then A, = A,_, U {a,} @ = l,..., 2n - 2) and 
A Zn-2 = 0:. One can compute that 
(ApP = 0: -, (1 <P<n- 11, 
= DA-, (n <p < 2n - 2). 
Notice that A, = DE-, E IF with its exponents 
(1, 3, L.., 2n - 5, n - 2,0 ,..., 0) 
I-n+1 
by the assumption. Thus by applying (2.4), (2.5) repeatedly, we know that 
A, E IF with their exponents 
/ (1, 3, 5 ,..., 2n - 5,p  n - 2, 1
1-n 
p, n - 0 ,..., 1, 0 0) ,..., 0) (n 1 <p <n- < 2n - 11, 2). 
I-n 
Therefore 0: = AZnm2 is inductively free with its exponents 
(1, 3. 5,..., 2n - 5, 2n - 3, n - 1,0 ,..., 0). 
I-n 
h07:‘2’M 
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3. LATTICE ASSOCIATED WITH AN ARRANGEMENT 
Let L be a finite geometric lattice [ 11. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Define the M6bius function ,B on L inductively by 
~(a>= - x 0). 
(3.2) DEFINITION. The rank of a E L, denoted by r(a), is the length of 
the longest chain in L below a. Then r(0) = 0. The rank of L (rank L) is 
defined to be r( 1). 
(3.3) DEFINITION. The characteristic polynomial XL(t) E Z [t] of L is 
defined by 
x,(t) = s p(a) tn-r(a), 
(IEL 
where n = rank L. 
(3.4) DEFINITION. Let A be an I-arrangement. Define L(A) = (fJHEs H; 
S c A }, where we interpret that C ‘+ ’ = nHEm H. Define the join and meet 
operation in L(A) by 
aVb=anb 
and 
aAb=nH(Hrunsoveraset {HEA;HIaUb}) 
for a, b E L(A). Then L(A) becomes a finite geometric lattice called the 
lattice associated with A. Write s < t if s V t = t. 
The following theorem is the main result of [7]. 
(3.5) THEOREM. For a free l-arrangement A with its exponents 
(do,..., 4, 
t’+‘-“XL(,)(t) = fI (t - di), 
i=O 
where n = rank L(A). 
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Let us review another important result concerning x(t) by Stanley. Let L 
be a finite geometric lattice. 
(3.6) DEFINITION. An element x E L is called a modular eZement if it 
forms a modular pair with every y E L, i.e., if y < z then y V (X A z) = 
0, v x) A z. 
(3.7) By Stanley [4, Theorem 11, an element x E L is modular iff no two 
complements of x are comparable, i.e., ifs A y = x A z = 0, x V y  = x V z = 1 
and y > z, then y = z. 
(3.8) DEFINITION 151. We say that L is supersolvable (SS) if there exists a 
maximal modular chain 
O=x,~x,$ ..*$X,= 1, (3.9) 
i.e., n = rank L and each xi is a modular element (i = O,..., n) 
(3.10) THEOREM (Stanley [5,4.1 I). Let L be a Jnite SS geometric lattice 
of rank n. Then 
XI.tt) = fi tt - ai>, 
i=I 
where cf=, ai = #(x E L; r(x) = 1, x < xk)(k = I,..., n) if (3.9) js a maximal 
modular chain. 
4. SS =z- IF 
(4.1) DEFINITION. An f-arrangement A is called SS if L(A) is SS. 
(4.2) THEOREM. If A is S‘S, then A E IF. 
To prove this, we shall use Lemmas (4.3), (4.4), (4.6). Let L be a finite 
geometric lattice. 
(4.3) LEMMA [4, Lemma 11. Let x E L be a modular element and a E L 
its complement. Then 
4, : [O, x] + [a, 1 I 
1 1 
b -+aVb 
is a lattice isomorphism. 
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(4.4) LEMMA. Let x E L be a modular element in L and x E [a, b] for 
some a, b EL. Then x is modular also in [a, b]. 
ProoJ: Obvious by the definition of modular element. 1 
(4.5) Let a EL be an atom, i.e., r(a) = 1. Define i(a) = 
(p, v ... V ak E L; each ai E L is an atom such that a & (a, ,..., ak}}. Then 
L(a) is a finite lattice by the following join V and meet i\: 
xi/y=xvy, 
xiy=Sup{zEi(a);z <xAy} 
for x, y E i(a). Then the rank function on i(a) is the restriction of r and 
i(a) is a finite geometric lattice. Assume that L = L(A) for some 
arrangement A. Then 
L(a) = L(k), 
where a E A is an atom in L(A) and k =A\{a). 
(4.6) LEMMA. Under the same notation as (4.5), assume that x E L is a 
modular element with x \ a. Then x E i(a) and x is modular also in i(a). 
Proof. Write i = i(a). Let y < z (y, z E i). We shall show that 
y v (x Ii z) = (y v x) /i z. 
Since y < y V x and y < z, we have 
y < (y Vx) Ii z. 
SincexAz<x<yVxandxj\z<z,wehave 
x /i z < (y v x) A z. 
Therefore we obtain 
y v (x A z) < (y v x) A z. 
Note that b $ a (b E L) implies b E i because of the definition of i. Thus 
XE~. Since x)za, we know that xAz\a and that xAzEi. Thus 
x A z =x A z. We obtain 
yV(xAz)=yV(xAz) 
= (y v x) A z (x is modular in L) 
> (yVx)Az. I 
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Proof of (4.2). We prove (4.2) by an induction on #A. Let A be SS. 
Write L = L(A). Let 
0=x,$x,$ ... $Xn-,$X,= 1 
be a maximal modular chain, where n = rank L. Let (a, ,..., a,) be the set of 
integers such that 
k 
\‘ Ui = #(X E L: r(x) = 1, X < Xk] 
ikl 
(k = l,..., n). By (3.10), 
x,.(t) = f1 0 - 4. 
i-1 
Take an atom a E L such that u k x,-, . By (4.4). 
0=x,$x,$ . ..$.Knp. 
is a maximal modular chain in [O,snP,] because rank]O,snPl] = II - 1. 
Therefore 10, .Y,_ I ] is SS and, because of (3.10) again, 
By (4.3). [0,x+,] and [a. l] are isomorphic. Thus ]u, 1] is SS and 
n-1 
Xra, I,(f) = 11 (r - 4. 
ikl 
Notice that ]a, 1 ] CY L(Aa) (2.4). This implies that A” E IF with its 
exponents 
(0 , ,...3 U np*rO,...,O) 
/+n- !  
because of #A” < #A - 1 and (3.5). 
Next consider i = i(a). Then i = L(A), where k = A\(u} (4.5). Since 
x,~, \ a, we have xi $ a (i = l,..., n - 1). By (4.6), we know that 
is a modular chain in i. 
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Case 1. If rank i = n - 1, then this chain is a maximal modular chain. 
Thus i is SS and 
n-1 
Xi(t) = n (t - ai). 
i=l 
Case 2. If rank i = IZ, then x,_ i is not the maximal element because 
r-(x,-i)=n- l.Thusx,-,$ liand 
is a maximal modular chain. Thus i is SS and by (3.10), we have 
xi(t)= [ jj (t-ail] * Ctean+ ‘I* 
In both cases, by the assumption of our induction (notice that 
#k = #A - I), we know that k E IF and the exponents are 
(a 1 ,***, a,- 1, O,..., 0) 
1+1--n 
(Case l), 
(a ,..., a,- - 1 1, a, 1, O,..., 0) (Case 2). 
I-n 
By (2.4),/f E IF. 1 
5. Z-ARRANGEMENT CASE 
In this section, assume that A is a 2-arrangement (in C3). 
(5.1) DEFINITION. A is said to be radial if rank L(A) < 2. 
(5.2) DEFINITION. A is said to be fiber type if there exist two subsets B 
and C of A such that: 
(1) A = B U C (disjoint), 
(2) B is radial, 
(3) for every pair c,, c, E C (ci + cl), there exists an element b E B 
satisfying c, n c2 c b. 
(5.3) This definition (5.2) is equivalent to [6, Definition 1.21. When A is 
fiber type, M = C’\U,,, H has a structure of a fiber space with the base 
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space isomorphic to C* x (C\{finite points}) and the fiber isomorphic to 
C\(finite points}. 
(5.4) THEOREM. When A is a 2-arrangement in C3, A is fiber type gand 
only if A is SS. 
Proof. Write L = L(A). Assume that A is fiber type and B and C are as 
in (5.2). If #B = 1, then A itself is radial because of the third condition in 
(5.2). Thus L is trivially SS. Assume that #B > 2. Let X= f-J,,, a. Then 
r(X) = 2. Because any two elements of C = {complement of X) are not 
comparable, X is a modular element (3.7). Thus 0 + b $ X + 1 is a maximal 
modular chain for b E B. This implies L is SS. 
Conversely assume that 
is a maximal modular chain. Define 
B= (bEA;b <X). 
Then B is radial and B 3 a. Define C = A\B. Note that every element of C is 
a complement of X. Let c,, c2 E C, c, # c2. If c, V c2 =X. then ci < X and 
ci E B (i= 1, 2), which is a contradiction. Thus c, V c2 f X and 
c, V c2 V X = 1. On the other hand, c1 V c, cannot be a complement of the 
modular element because c1 V c2 + c, (3.7). Therefore we obtain 
c, V c2 q (c, V CJ A X$0. This shows that r((c, V cl) A X) = 1 and thus 
(c, V c2) A XE B. So far we proved the three conditions in (5.2). 1 
(5.5) EXAMPLE. As we saw in (2.6), 0: E IF. But 0: is not SS (= fiber 
type). Thus 
SS g IF. 
This arrangement 0: appears as (Di)“, where 0,” is the Coxeter arrangement 
of type D, and a E 0: [3]. This implies that 0,” is not SS because any 
interval of SS lattice is SS. 
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